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ABSTRACT: Levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID)
represents a significant source of discomfort for people
with Parkinson’s disease (PD). It negatively affects quality
of life, it is associated with both motor and nonmotor
fluctuations, and it brings an increased risk of disability,
balance problems, and falls. Although the prevalence of
severe LID appears to be lower than in previous eras (likely
owing to a more conservative use of oral levodopa), we
have not yet found a way to prevent the development of
this complication. Advanced surgical therapies, such as
deep brain stimulation, ameliorate LID, but only a minority

of PD patients qualify for these interventions. Although
some have argued that PD patients would rather be ON
with dyskinesia than OFF, the deeper truth is that patients
would very much prefer to be ON without dyskinesia. As
researchers and clinicians, we should aspire to make that
goal a reality. To this end, translational research on LID is
to be encouraged and persistently pursued. © 2019 Inter-
national Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society
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The dopamine (DA) precursor levodopa continues to
be the most effective treatment for the motor features of
Parkinson’s disease (PD). Unfortunately, however, the
response to this treatment changes during the progres-
sion of the disease. As the severity of clinical PD
increases, larger daily levodopa dosages become neces-
sary, which in turn entails a considerable risk of dyski-
nesia (abnormal involuntary movements). Over the
years, the health-related burden of dyskinesia has been
discussed in a number of publications, sometimes lead-
ing to discordant conclusions. The latest addition to this
literature is the viewpoint article by Chaudhuri and col-
leagues1 recently published in Movement Disorders.
Although the authors acknowledge that levodopa–
induced dyskinesia (LID) still occurs to a high degree in

PD, the main thrust of the article is that troublesome
involuntary movements are not so common as they used
to be and therefore dyskinesia “should not be given
much emphasis as a matter of clinical significance or pri-
ority for research.”
We thank Chaudhuri and colleagues1 for raising

awareness that the prevalence of disabling dyskinesias
has been gradually diminishing as the result of a more
cautious use of levodopa. Indeed, it is now well
established that high doses of levodopa are strongly
associated with more frequent and more severe dyskine-
sias in both PD patients2 and animal models of PD.3

Other notions in the article, however, deserve a more
analytical review or they may be subject to misinterpre-
tation. This perception is supported by a debate that has
recently arisen on the social media. Several people with
PD have expressed concerns about the viewpoint by
Chaudhuri and colleagues1 via the online forum
Parkinson Research Interest Group, which is a patient-
driven discussion group aiming to promote a better
understanding of the disease, foster informed communi-
cation, and motivate the PD community to be more
involved in research. As the group’s founder Martin
Taylor puts it: “For those of us diagnosed today, the
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prospect of dyskinesia is either a bothersome reality or a
deep concern for the future. It’s only right that it should
be better treated.” Elaborate rebuttals have also been
posted through other websites by patients with PD (see
an eloquent example in ref. 4). Taken together, the
ongoing discussions among people with PD contradict
the authors’ contention that levodopaphobia is a rare
phenomenon and that dyskinesia “does not worry the
patients affected.”1

In the present article, we aim to provide additional
perspective on the medical and scientific importance of
dyskinesia, thus contributing to a balanced debate. We
borrow 6 passages from the article by Chaudhuri and
colleagues, which will serve as starting points for our
considerations.

(1) “Antidyskinesia management in PD (oral therapies,
infusion therapies, DBS, and radioablation) have all
focused on dyskinesia reduction (usually troublesome
dyskinesia) as one of the key aims of the therapy along
with improvement of off-time in PD. However, a large
body of clinical trials data point otherwise, and suggest
that cautious use of levodopa therapy in low-dose
regimes or early use of longer-acting therapies may sub-
stantially reduce the risk of troublesome dyskinesia
in PD.”1

Although the development of dyskinesia can be delayed
by attempting to maintain a low dosage of levodopa,
increasing dosages often become necessary over time to
maintain adequate function. As we have begun to moni-
tor patients with wearable accelerometers and other
objective measurements, we are realizing that patients
may be paying the price for our efforts at avoiding higher
levodopa dosages by suffering with increased
bradykinesia and OFF periods.5-7 The cautious use of
levodopa and DA agonists will not obviate this residual
motor disability, and increasing medication dosages may
cause resurgent, severe dyskinesias. Given that more than
75% of people with PD will eventually experience LID,1

a plan of specific “antidyskinesia management” is there-
fore necessary. Today, the most effective options in this
regard are advanced surgical therapies, such as deep
brain stimulation targeting the subthalamic nucleus or
the internal globus pallidus. Less than 10% of PD
patients, however, qualify for these interventions,8 which
have many contraindications, potential side effects of
their own, and very high costs.
We also point out that even if early use of longer act-

ing therapies reduces the risk of LID, we have not yet
found a way to easily and noninvasively achieve that
goal. Initiating therapy with the combined administra-
tion of levodopa/carbidopa and entacapone (which pro-
longs the peripheral half-life of levodopa) has not been
found to delay the time to LID onset nor to reduce its
frequency.9 In a study conducted in early de novo PD

patients, initiating therapy with carbidopa/levodopa
extended-release capsules (Rytary, IPX066, Impax
Pharmaceuticals, Hayward, CA, USA) yielded a dyski-
nesia adverse event incidence of up to 5.1% after only
30 weeks.10 Moreover, attempts to employ dopa–
sparing strategies, such as starting therapy with a dopa-
mine agonist, have shown that the cost of delaying the
onset of dyskinesia may be worse motor function, more
impairment in the activities of daily living, and a
decreased quality of life.11

(2) “Improvements in the delivery pattern of levodopa
alone may reduce the prevalence of dyskinesia.”

The notion that dyskinesia stems not from levodopa
per se but from the pulsatile mode of levodopa delivery
has been reiterated by many influential review articles
during the past 3 decades. The theory builds on the
assumption that a continuous supply of levodopa
would be able to reproduce the physiological features
of nigrostriatal DA transmission12 by blunting deleteri-
ous fluctuations in striatal DA levels (as those described
in dyskinetic PD patients shortly after drug administra-
tion13). In keeping with these notions, several small–
medium scale studies have reported improvements in
either severity or duration of dyskinesias after a switch
from standard oral therapies to dopaminergic infusion
therapies (reviewed in ref. 14). However, a recently
published post hoc analysis of the GLORIA registry
(a large multinational observational registry of patients
receiving continuous intrajejunal infusion of levodopa–
carbidopa intestinal gel [LCIG] for 24 months) reveals
that dyskinesias are not eliminated by this therapy and
that significant reductions in dyskinesia severity and
durations are evident only in patients with high LID
burden at baseline.15 This is not totally surprising if
one considers the complexity of PD dyskinesias and
their underlying pathophysiology, which does not sim-
ply equate with surges of striatal DA release but
involves persistent reorganization of brain cells and cir-
cuits mainly driven by the progression of PD16 and its
inherent nigrostriatal dopaminergic degeneration.17-19

Accordingly, we have noted that it is not uncommon
for patients on stable LCIG therapy to exhibit dyskine-
sia after an exciting or unexpected event during routine
daily living. Although rarely acknowledged in the medi-
cal literature, these observations are consistent with
reports communicated by the Swedish group who
pioneered the development of LCIG.20 Adding even
more complexity to the picture, some recent studies
have reported disabling diphasic-type dyskinesias in
patients switched to LCIG treatment.21,22 Here we do
not intend to question the utility of LCIG or other infu-
sion therapies for PD that provide well-documented
benefits and improve the quality of life of many
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patients. We rather point out that overestimating the
curative possibilities of continuous dopaminergic stimu-
lation may lead to the misconception that the problem
of dyskinesia in PD has already been solved.

(3) “…only 5% of those (patients) with dyskinesia
rated the movements as painful and 10% … rated them
as mildly disabling—the remainder found dyskinesia
not disabling. … Less than 1% rated their dyskinesia as
severe and less than 2% as painful.”

This and other passages (see later) refer to patient-
reported assessments of dyskinesias, and it is therefore
warranted to discuss the limitations intrinsic to such
methodology. First, a significant proportion of PD
patients are either partially or totally unaware of the
presence of dyskinesia,23-25 and overt denial of LID has
been documented in some cases.26 The limited self-
awareness of LID among PD patients appears to depend
on dopaminergic overstimulation of mesocorticolimbic
circuits,23,27 and not on patient ignorance of the phe-
nomenon. In addition, specific deficits in the perception
of trunk dyskinesias have been attributed to sensory pro-
prioceptive dysfunction.24 Finally, the burden of peak-
dose dyskinesia tends to be underreported because
patients usually prefer being on with dyskinesia than
being off. Having firsthand experience of this disorder,
one of us (S.R.) reports that LID has several nonmotor
correlates, such as accelerations in heart rate, breathing,
and thinking. S.R. explains that although the involun-
tary movements themselves are disruptive and socially
embarrassing, the accelerated thinking may actually be
perceived as pleasant. Accordingly, it has now been
established that PD patients affected by motor complica-
tions often experience a state of euphoria in the on medi-
cation state28 and that the high mood may be associated
with poor judgment28 and anosognosia.24

(4) “…in advanced PD patients with disabling fluctua-
tions, only 23 of 71 had more than 1 hour of daily
troublesome dyskinesia.”

The term “troublesome dyskinesia” was coined by
Hauser and colleagues29 for use in PD patient diaries
and is defined as dyskinesia that interferes with func-
tion or causes meaningful discomfort. It was specifically
chosen to allow patients to differentiate unwanted dys-
kinesia, which they perceive as having a negative
impact, from nontroublesome dyskinesia, which they
do not perceive as having a negative impact. A con-
scious decision was made to emphasize patient percep-
tion and recognize that dyskinesia does not need to be
disabling to be unwanted or have a negative impact. In
the cited passage, the authors refer to a trial of LCIG in
advanced PD patients with disabling fluctuations30

wherein “only” 23 of 71 patients had more than 1 hour
of daily troublesome dyskinesia. Our interpretation of
these data would be that 32% of these 71 patients had
at least 1 hour per day of unwanted, clinically relevant
dyskinesia.
To further support the notion that severe LID is infre-

quent, Chaudhuri and colleagues comment on a
community-based study evaluating an incident PD
cohort for approximately 5 years.31 They indicated that
28% of 183 people with PD developed LID after
5 years, but only 10% of those with dyskinesia rated it
as mildly disabling. Notably, we do not know how
many patients in this study found their dyskinesia trou-
blesome or unwanted. Furthermore, 15% of those with
dyskinesia underwent a reduction of levodopa dosage
or introduction of amantadine. To us, this suggests that
LID was sufficiently clinically relevant to require a
change in therapeutic regimen in this 15%. Impor-
tantly, we do not know the price that was paid by these
patients. For those who underwent levodopa reduction,
did bradykinesia or off time become worse? For those
who received amantadine, how many experienced
adverse events?

(5) “…the apparent high incidence of dyskinesia (mild to
troublesome) still leads to a plethora of investigations at
the preclinical level”; “…the commonly used animal
models do not reflect dyskinesia as it occurs in PD
because they require extreme levels of nigrostriatal dener-
vation coupled to the use of high levodopa dosages that
are now out of line with those used clinically to
treat PD.”

Possibly reflecting the attitude of many clinical inves-
tigators, Chaudhuri and colleagues here criticized the
validity of current animal models of LID, revealing a
need for clarifications. First, it should be understood
that all models are necessarily a simplification of a
more complex reality. Yet, even acknowledging this
fundamental tenet, one can reasonably state that animal
models of LID are among the best validated models
within the landscape of preclinical PD research. Unlike
other features of PD, LID can be modeled in animals
with a high degree of face validity and construct valid-
ity. All of the main risk factors for LID (young age at
disease onset, severe putaminal dopamine denervation,
high levodopa doses) can easily be reproduced in labo-
ratory animals. Both nonhuman primate and rodent
models of LID respond to medications having proven
antidyskinetic efficacy in people with PD, such as
amantadine and clozapine.32 The methodologies for
inducing nigrostriatal lesions, administering levodopa,
quantifying the abnormal involuntary movements and
their functional impact are very well grounded on the
clinical literature. The specific methodological aspects
mentioned by Chaudhuri and colleagues have been
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extensively discussed and justified in recent review arti-
cles, to which we refer.3,32 Moreover, there are many
commonalities between the available animal models
and human LID regarding pathophysiological mecha-
nisms and biomarkers thereof.32,33 One recent example
of mechanistic similarity has emerged from studies of
levodopa–induced neurovascular dysregulation, which
have demonstrated localized vasoregulatory changes in
both rats and humans during LID.34-36 In addition to
providing novel information regarding the neuro-
vascular unit in PD,34 the demonstration of analogous
changes in the rodent model is facilitating the discovery
of completely novel therapeutic avenues.37

We thank Chaudhuri and colleagues for acknowledg-
ing that investigations in animal models of LID can sig-
nificantly advance our understanding of basal ganglia
pathophysiology. In this vein, it is worth mentioning that
recent studies in rodent models of LID have provided
major insights into the role and plasticity of striatal out-
put pathways in hyperkinetic versus hypokinetic disor-
ders.38-40 In addition, one should consider that the
mechanisms of LID have significant commonalities with
those underlying other complications of PD therapy, such
as motor and nonmotor fluctuations, dopamine dys-
regulation syndrome, and impulsive–compulsive behav-
iors. Therefore, mechanism-oriented studies in animal
models of LID can provide scientific benefit to all of these
areas.

(6) “…it is therefore timely that we pay attention to
more appropriate allocation of funding for key unmet
needs in PD rather than use much of our resource in
dyskinesia-orientated clinical trials.”

This passage refers to resources allocated to clinical tri-
als by the private sector. Decisions taken within this sec-
tor are dictated by a number of practical and economical
considerations. In this regard, it is worth highlighting a
few aspects that may make LID an attractive area for
pharmaceutical and biotech companies. For example,
LID has been given orphan disease designation by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and drug develop-
ment for orphan indications enjoys several financial
incentives. On a more general level, other types of incen-
tives can be envisaged. First, the translational roadmap
for antidyskinetic drug development is relatively straight-
forward.33,41 Second, in this area, even small trials of
short duration can be highly informative to guide subse-
quent investments (see an example in ref. 42). Third, rele-
vant therapeutic targets for LID have already been
identified through extensive preclinical investigations and
sometimes validated through positive proof-of-concept
clinical studies.18,33,41 The number of medications that
have undergone phase III clinical trials is limited to aman-
tadine extended release and sarizotan, and the latter has
failed to produce significant antidyskinetic effects.43

However, negative results in clinical trials do not neces-
sarily invalidate the corresponding preclinical data
because many technical reasons may underlie a failure to
meet trial endpoints. In the case of LID, potential caveats
of past clinical trials, and general challenges facing the
translation of preclinical results, have been constructively
discussed in several recent publications.3,18,33,41 In fact,
the awareness and experience gained from past trials of
antidyskinetic treatments may increase the likelihood of
successful outcomes in future studies.41 Finally, there is
no doubt that good antidyskinetic medications are
needed. Given that the prevalence of PD is bound to rise
because of population aging and that approximately
80% of levodopa–treated PD patients develop LID
within 10 years,2 it is anticipated that an increasing num-
ber of PD patients will require expensive invasive treat-
ments for the management of motor complications. Yet,
many patients with LID are not candidates for deep brain
stimulation or LCIG therapy, and amantadine provides
only partial relief. If we had an easily administered, well
tolerated, highly effective antidyskinetic agent, we would
be free to use oral levodopa more liberally to improve the
management of bradykinesia and off periods throughout
the course of the disease.

Concluding Remarks

LID represents a significant source of discomfort that
ultimately affects a majority of PD patients. It negatively
affects quality of life,44,45 it is associated with both
motor and nonmotor fluctuations,28,46 and it brings an
increased risk of disability, balance problems, and
falls.47,48 Although some have argued that if given the
choice patients would rather be dyskinetic than off, the
deeper truth is that patients would prefer to be on with-
out dyskinesia through the day. As researchers and clini-
cians, we should aspire to make that goal a reality. To
this end, translational research on LID is to be encour-
aged and persistently pursued.
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